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The Pieces



Research

Looking at Adobe and the use of clay/mud brick construction. Has a 
rich history especially here in the Southwest but originates back to the 
Middle East and the Americas.

Fire-proof
Durable
Biodegradable
Infinite
Non-toxic

Things we have to think about: Type of soil used, water content, drying 
methods, and additives.



Research

Rammed Earth:

Strong
Durable
Thermally Massive
Noncombustable
Infinite

Unique from adobe building, is very time 
consuming but often yields a very strong and 
visually attractive result.

Master Rammed Earth Builder and Founder of 
Rammed Earth Solar Homes: Quentin Branch



Our Hand Tool Explorations

Sorting

Compacting

Adding structure

Water concentration

Dropping

Forming

Molding



Sorting



Adding Structure

Zac: can you add a photo of the caliche rock here?



Water Concentration



Dropping

Testing Viscosity:

2 cups of dirt to 1 cup of water
2 cups of dirt to ½ cup of water
2 cups of dirt to ⅓ cup of water
2 cups of dirt to ¼ cup of water



Forming



Compacting



Molding



Final Outcome- Successful Attempts



Final Outcome- Unsuccessful Attempts



What now?
We began to think about all of our explorations and through our findings we saw a way of creating structure out of dirt.

Just as nature, previous civilizations, and in the present builders have used dirt as a form of structure.

Can we take our findings to design a strong earth built work of art?

Sculpture Structure



Sculpture Structure



What we Learned

● The first thing we learned was that dry dirt does not compact solid enough to make individual items.

● We learned that adding water to the dirt when molding does allow it to take a shape but it doesn’t 
have the strength to hold that shape without cracking.

● We learned that adding either straw or grass to the water and dirt mixture significantly strengthened  
the brick and kept it from cracking.

● We learned that moistened dirt is easy to work with and can take on many different shapes.

● The most important thing we learned is that we need to talk to someone with experience working 
with this medium. We are going to fulfill this need at the start of the power tool portion of this 
exercise.

 
  



On to Power tools

● In our exploration of power tools we are going to explore what kind of shapes we can make out of dirt when 
we add hydraulic compression and heat or fire to the process.

● We are considering on making either a bench or stool that will be hydraulically compressed or making 
pottery that will be fired either in a fire like the native americans or in a kiln.

  
   


